
The Transfer of Equity process

Instruct solicitors who will request ID and proof of address from you.

Your solicitor will ask you to fill out a questionnaire which will provide all the 
information needed to start the transfer of equity process.

If you are continuing with an existing mortgage it is important to contact your 
lenders as soon as possible and usually before you instruct a solicitor.

If there is a mortage on the property then:

The solicitor will draw up a Transfer Deed and all parties (including the mortgage 
lender if the existing mortgage is continuing) will need to sign.

If there is no mortgage, then all existing owners of the 
property will need to agree to the transfer of equity.

If there is any money or other assets due to the outgoing party then your solicitor 
will request these funds ahead of completion.

Pre-completion searches will need to be carried out. These include a bankruptcy 
search against all the parties to the transaction and an Official Search at the Land 
Registry to ensure that there have not been any changes to the title.

Once the signed Transfer Deed is in your solicitor’s possession and search results 
are received and clear, then a completion date can be agreed.

The lender will need to provide a redemption figure and give 
consent for the transfer.

Note: If you are adding someone to the title, they will 
become equally liable for the mortgage. If you are removing 
someone, the lender will check that the remaining owners are                                    
able to maintain mortgage payments.

If the lender does not agree to the transfer, you will need to 
repay the mortgage before going ahead. This may mean that 
the remaining party and any new co-owner(s) will need to 
obtain a new mortgage to pay off the existing lender and the 
outgoing party.

On completion the solicitor will transfer any monies owned to the outgoing party.
The transfer will then need to be registered at the Land Registry, for which there will 
be a fee.
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